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Abstra t

Observationally equivalent programs are programs whi h are
indistinguishable in all ontexts, as far as their termination
property is on erned. In this paper, we present rules preserving observational equivalen e, for the parallel evaluation
of programs using all/ . These rules allow the apture
of ontinuations in any appli ative ontext and they prevent
from aborting the whole omputation when a ontinuation is
applied in the extent of the all/ by whi h it was rei ed.
As a onsequen e, these results prove that one an design a
fun tional language with rst- lass ontinuations whi h has
transparent onstru ts for parallelism.
1

Introdu tion

Some programming languages, like S heme and Standard
ML of New Jersey, provide a ontrol operator all/ whi h
gives the programmer the possibility to reify the urrent ontinuation as a rst- lass obje t. When su h a rei ed ontinuation is applied to a value v, the urrent omputation
is aborted and the exe ution resumes at the point where
the ontinuation was aptured; the value v being the value
returned from this all/ expression. When parallelism
is introdu ed in su h languages the meaning of ontinuations does not appear to be lear. There have been several
attempts to give a semanti s to ontinuations and parallelism [11℄, [12℄, [16℄, [17℄, [22℄. In a previous paper [19℄, we
presented a new semanti s for a fun tional language with
ontinuations and transparent onstru ts for parallelism. In
this paper, we formalise this approa h and prove some interesting properties.
1.1

Intuitive semanti s

A onstru t for parallelism is said to be transparent if all programs using this onstru t return the same result as those
programs written without this onstru t. Thus, a transparent onstru t an be seen as an annotation for parallel exe ution whi h preserves the meaning of programs. Thanks
to this property, parallel appli ations an be developed in
two phases: programs an be written using the fun tional
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programming methodology and then, they an be annotated
by onstru ts for parallelism as des ribed in [18℄.
Let us onsider the purely fun tional subset of S heme
extended with all/ and let us suppose that evaluation
is sequential (left-to-right order) unless parallelism is introdu ed by the onstru t p all. p all requires two arguments; (p all f e) applies the value of f to the value of e
after evaluation of f and e in parallel.
Let us show by several examples the behaviour of programs using simultaneously all/ and p all. In the following program, whi h is the same as program 1 (in gure
1) without the p all annotation,
( all/

(lambda (k)
((f1 (k 1)) (k 2))))

k is applied to 1 be ause evaluation is supposed to be from
left to right. In program 1, the evaluations of (k 1) and
(k 2) pro eed in parallel. Sin e p all is transparent, only
one appli ation an a tually be performed, and it must be
k to 1. In fa t, with a transparent p all, k must not be
applied to 2 be ause expression (f1 (k 1)) es apes and this
expression, appearing to the left of (k 2), is evaluated before
(k 2) in the sequential program. We an state this intuitive
rule: before applying a ontinuation in a parallel program,

expressions appearing to the left of the appli ation of this
ontinuation should have returned a value .
( all/
(p all

(lambda (k)
(p all (f1 (k 1)) (k 2))))

e

h i

( all/

(p all ( all/
( all/

(lambda (exit)
( .. (exit 2)))))

(lambda (k1)
(lambda (k2)

: : : ))
: : : )))

1
2
3

Figure 1: Three small examples
In the following example,
(let (( ( all/
(lambda (x) x))))
( (lambda (x) x)))

the ontinuation returned by the all/ expression is applied outside this all/ expression. The ontinuation is
said to be applied outside the extent of this all/ . On
the other hand, in program 2 (in gure 1), the ontinuation
bound to exit is applied while evaluating the all/ expression, i.e. in its extent. If we apply our intuitive rule
to program 2, we have to wait for the value of hei before

applying exit to 2 be ause hei appears to the left of (exit
2). However, we understand that we an invoke exit independently of the behaviour of hei, sin e the appli ation of
exit aims at returning the value of the all/ expression.
In program 3, we would like to apture two ontinuations
in parallel. Intuitively, there does not seem to be any reason
to sequentialise those aptures: indeed, the ontinuation to
be bound to k2 an be found independently of the value of
( all/
(lambda (k1) : : : )) and vi e-versa.
Those three examples illustrate the prin iples about the
parallel evaluation we want to formalise using synta ti theories. First, ontinuations an be applied if expressions to
their left have returned a value. Se ond, if a ontinuation
is applied in the extent T of the all/ by whi h it was
rei ed, one has to onsider only expressions appearing to
the left and whi h have an extent whi h is in luded in T .
Third, a ontinuation an be aptured in any ontext, independently of expressions appearing to their left.
1.2

Synta ti

theories of

theory [5℄ and it su ers from the same defaults: a parallel
evaluation strategy an be de ned but far less parallelism
is obtained than in our intuitive semanti s be ause ontrol
operators are bottlene ks. Although it does not apture our
intuitive semanti s, this system is interesting sin e it an
be proved to be Chur h-Rosser and an be used to de ne a
notion of observational equivalen e. Then, we extend this
initial system with a set of equations whi h en ode the intuitive semanti s. We show that those equations preserve
observational equivalen e. It means that programs redu ed
with those equations and the same programs redu ed without them return results whi h are observationally equivalent.
Our goal is rea hed: we an de ne a sequential redu tion
strategy and a parallel redu tion strategy (with the semanti s of 1.1) for whi h returned results are observationally indistinguishable. It means that parallel evaluation does not
hange the meaning of programs and transparent onstru ts
an be added to a sequential language and be onsidered as
annotations for exe ution.
This paper is organised as follows. In se tion 2, we
present the ore redu tion system C and in se tion 3, we
de ne the observational equivalen e in C and prove a major result relating the CPS translation to the observational
equivalen e. In se tion 4, we extend C by equations for
the apture of ontinuations in any ontext and equations
whi h improve the evaluation, all of them being proved to
be sound. At this point, our redu tion system is able to
evaluate examples 1 and 3 as explained in se tion 1.1. The
optimisation of the appli ation of a ontinuation in the extent of a all requires a new representation of ontinuation
obje ts and a new synta ti onstru t to mark the extent.
This is presented in two steps: in se tion 5, we des ribe an
intermediate redu tion system CP (for Continuation Points)
whi h allows to uniquely name a rei ed ontinuation. In se tion 6, we de ne the system CPP (for Continuation Points
and Prompts) with a me hanism of prompt delimiting the
extent of a all . This system is able to evaluate example 2
as explained in se tion 1.1. All redu tion systems C, CP and
CPP are proved to have the same notions of observational
equivalen e.

ontrol

Synta ti theories of ontrol were introdu ed by Felleisen et
al. [5℄, [7℄, [8℄, [6℄. These theories extend the all-by-value
- al ulus de ned by Plotkin [21℄ with ontrol operators like
C and A. C allows to apture a ontinuation and A aborts
a omputation. Felleisen et al. proved these systems to be
Chur h-Rosser. This property states that if M redu es to
P and M redu es to Q by di erent redu tion paths, there
exists N su h that P and Q redu e to N . This entails that
there is an evaluation fun tion.
Initially, we de ned a redu tion system whi h was also
an extension of Plotkin's all-by-value - al ulus with ontrol operators all and A. It was omposed of several
redu tion rules: the -value redu tion, rules to eliminate
all (i.e. reify a ontinuation) in any ontext and rules
to apply a ontinuation. Those rules were supposed to be
a formalisation of the intuitive semanti s given in se tion
1.1. We de ned a leftmost, outermost redu tion strategy
whi h orresponds to a sequential (left-to-right evaluation
order) semanti s. A parallel evaluation was also possible in
this system sin e several redi es ould be redu ed at ea h
evaluation step.
Unfortunately, it appeared that su h a system was not
Chur h-Rosser: we ould nd a program M whi h redu ed
to P and Q by the sequential and parallel strategy but we
ould not nd N su h that both P and Q redu ed to N .
The rule whi h made the Chur h-Rosser property ollapse
was the rule whi h allowed the apture of ontinuation in
any ontext. Although Chur h-Rosser is a ni e property,
it appears to be too strong for our purpose. Indeed, there
are programs whi h annot be proved to be equal although
they behave \externally " in the same way, in any ontext
they are used. This notion of equivalen e is usually alled
observational equivalen e. Given two observational equivalent programs, there is no ontext in whi h one program
terminates and the other not: both programs are indistinguishable as far as termination is on erned.
Therefore, we adopted another approa h to formalise the
intuitive semanti s of se tion 1.1. We initially de ned a
ore redu tion system C, whi h extends the all-by-value al ulus, with ontrol operators all and A. Unlike our
rst attempt, we do not allow the apture of ontinuation
in all ontexts and we do not onsider the problem of the
appli ation of a ontinuation in the extent of the all by
whi h it was rei ed. This system C looks very like Felleisen's
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The

C

al ulus

Let us onsider  , the language de ned by

8
Value
>
<V )
Appli ation
Term M ::= ((MM
-Appli ation
>
: (AallM ) M ) Aall-Appli
ation
( a; b; : : : Constants
Value V ::=

x; y; : : : Variables
x:M Lambda Abstra tion

and let us use Barendregt's [1℄ onventions, for substitution,
free variables, losed values. This language is a - al ulus
extended with two ontrol operators: all whi h aptures
the urrent ontinuation and A whi h aborts a omputation.
We also de ne several kinds of ontexts used in this paper,
Contexts C [ ℄, Appli ative A[ ℄, Evaluation ontexts E [ ℄:
C [ ℄ ::= [ ℄ j C [M [ ℄℄ j C [[ ℄M ℄ j C [x:[ ℄℄
j C [ all [ ℄℄ j C [A [ ℄℄
A[ ℄ ::= [ ℄ j A[M [ ℄℄ j A[[ ℄M ℄
E [ ℄ ::= [ ℄ j E [V [ ℄℄ j E [[ ℄M ℄
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!v
!Æ
all! R
M ( all N )
all! L
( all M )N
AL
(AM )N
!
A
!R
M (AN )
!
AAM Aidem
all
A( all M )
! inA
(x:M )V
(ab)

M fV=xg with V a value
Æ (a; b) if this is de ned

(C1)
(C2)

all k:M (N (v:A(k(Mv)))) with M a value

(C3)

all k:(M (f:A(k(fN ))))N

(C4)
(C5)
(C6)
(C7)

AM
AN with M a value
AM
A(M (x:Ax))

(C8)

Figure 2: One step redu tion ! for C
initial all -appli ation is repla ed by the appli ation of its
argument to the fun tional abstra tion of the ontext. If a
ontinuation is applied to a value, it immediately aborts the
urrent omputation (with A). In order to abort a omputation, terms are pruned step by step using rules C5 and C6
until the top level is rea hed where rule C7 an be applied.
With the rst six rules, we an de ne a notion of redu tion !
! =!v [ !Æ [ all! R [ all! L [ A!R [ A!L
and its ompatible losure ! is de ned by

The C redu tion system is de ned by the set of rules in
gure 2; it is similar to Felleisen's redu tion system [8℄. Let
us sket h some of its features. The rst rule is the -value
redu tion [21℄ and the se ond rule is the Æ-redu tion applying a primitive a to a onstant b. As Plotkin [21℄, we suppose that Æ is de ned on the following domain: Constants 
Constants ! Closed Value. Rules C5 and C6 are the same
as in [8℄; in an appli ation (AM )N , when the expression in
operator position aborts, the operand N is removed and, in
M (AN ), an expression in operand position an abort if the
expression in operator position M is a value.
Rules C3 and C4 are adapted from Felleisen's rules for
C . all is intended to reify the urrent ontinuation and
to apply its argument to it. In this redu tion system, the
urrent ontinuation is rei ed as a fun tional abstra tion,
whi h is built step by step a ording to the ontext in whi h
all appears. The two rules allow all to appear in an
appli ation either in operator or operand position. Let us
onsider rule C3, rule C4 being symmetri . Supposing that
the ontinuation of M ( all N ) is k, the ontinuation of
all N is represented by v:A(k(Mv)), an abortive fun tion waiting for a value, applying M to this value, the result
being transmitted to the ontinuation k. The value of the
ontinuation k is also found by a all .
By su essively, applying rules C3 and C4, a all -expression appearing internally in a expression is moved step
by step, inside-out, until it appears at the top level of this expression. Instead of using omputation rules as Felleisen, we
suppose that a omputation is performed in an A-appli ation.
Rule C8 transforms a all at the top level by an appli ation of its argument to the initial ontinuation (x:Ax) and
similarly, rule C7 eliminates an A at the top level.
As long as no all or A appears in a program, this
redu tion system behaves as the all-by-value - al ulus.
When a all is used in a program, it is intended to apture
its urrent ontinuation. This ontinuation is represented by
a fun tional abstra tion of the ontext whi h is built step
by step by bubbling up [6℄ all -appli ations (using rules
C3 and C4) until a all rea hes the top level. This phase,
alled the onstru tion phase [7℄, a umulates all \appli ation frames". At this point, rule C8 an be applied (sin e we
suppose that evaluation pro eeds in an A-appli ation) and a
series of v redu tions are performed; this phase, alled the
olle tion phase [7℄, \ on atenates all appli ation frames".
After these two phases, we are in the situation where the

M!
M!
M!
M!
M!

M! N
x:M ! x:N
ZM ! ZN; MZ ! NZ; with Z 2 
all M ! all N
AM! AN
Classi ally we de ne ! , the re exive, transitive losure of
! and = the equivalen e relation generated by ! .
N
N
N
N
N

)
)
)
)
)

We suppose that an evaluation is performed within an

A operator. Rules C7 and C8 an only be used at the top

level. We all them top level rules . Those rules are di erent
from rules C1 to C6 sin e we do not de. ne their ompatible
losures. We de ne a omputation ! by

! [ all ! inA
!. =! [ Aidem
and we note !.  its transitive losure.

The C redu tion system has the following properties:

Theorem 2.1 (Chur h-Rosser)
 The notion of redu tion ! is Chur h-Rosser.
 The relation !. satis es the diamond property.
Sket h of Proof of Theorem 2.1

The proof is similar to the one proposed by Felleisen [8℄.
First, from the de nition of ! , we de ne a parallel redu tion !
!` . We prove the diamond property
for !
!` whi h
 . Then we show
leads
to
the
diamond
property
of
!
that
!. also satis es the diamond property. 2
We an abstra t the evaluation pro ess by eval :
De nition 2.2 (Eval) eval (M ) = V i AM !.  AV with
V a value.

3

eval is de ned if the redu tion AM !.  AV terminates,
else it is unde ned. We an also de ne a standard redu tion
fun tion 7!s whi h redu es the leftmost, outermost redex
and whi h does not allow redu tion under -abstra tion, A
and all -appli ations. We naturally extend it to a standard redu tion fun tion with top level redu tion 7!Ts .

Unfortunately, adding su h a rule makes the Chur h-Rosser
property disappear. However, we an de ne a more general
notion of equivalen e based on C whi h is alled observational equivalen e .

De nition 2.3 (Standard Redu tion Fun tion

From a programmer's point of view, two behaviours an be
observed: either a program terminates or it does not terminate. Consequently, we an say that two expressions M and
N have indistinguishable behaviours, if for all ontexts C [ ℄,
either C [M ℄ and C [N ℄ both terminate or both do not terminate. This leads to the formal de nition of observational
equivalen e.
De nition 3.1 (Observational Equivalen e) M 
= N
i 8 ontext C [ ℄, su h that C [M ℄ and C [N ℄ are programs,
either both eval (C [M ℄) and eval (C [N ℄) are de ned or both

M! N
M 7!s M 0
N 7!s N 0

)
)
)
T
M 7!s N ,

3

7!s )

M 7!s N
MN 7!s M 0 N
MN 7!s MN 0 with M is a value
! AN
AM all ! inA AN or AM Aidem
or M

7!s N

These standard redu tions are related to the notion of
evaluation by the following theorem:
Theorem 2.4 eval M = V i M 7!Ts  V 0 for some value
0

Observational Equivalen e

are unde ned.

Observational equivalen e allows to prove the orre tness of
some optimisations .
Abstra tly, an optimisation of a program C [M ℄
is the repla ement of M by a more \eÆ ient" expression N su h that a programmer annot distinguish the observational behaviour of the programs C [M ℄ and C [N ℄. [26, se tion 2,page 230℄
Therefore, a orre t optimisation is an equation M = N
su h that M 
= N . It is our intention to de ne some optimisations whi h allow parallel evaluation in the sense of
se tion 1.1. Proving the observational equivalen e of two
terms is not an immediate task but Plotkin gave a powerful
te hnique for this purpose relating the CPS translation to
the observational equivalen e.
The CPS translation is an old idea in omputer s ien e.
It was rst formalised by Fis her and Reynolds [10℄, [25℄;
it is de ned by the following equations where [ :℄ maps a
all-by-value term to a lambda-term:

V .
Sket h of Proof of Theorem 2.4

Again, similar to Felleisen's [8℄ and Plotkin's [21℄ proofs.
We de ne a standard redu tion sequen e and show that for
any redu tion M ! N there is a standard redu tion sequen e M; : : : ; N . Then we extend standard redu tion sequen es to standard redu tion sequen es with top level redu tions and relate them to the notion of evaluation. 2
The standardisation theorem and the Chur h-Rosser property entail that there is an evaluation fun tion, and that
there is an algorithm to ompute it whi h orresponds to a
left-to-right evaluation order. We an also de ne a parallel
evaluation strategy where the subexpressions of an appli ation are evaluated in parallel, and where evaluation an be
performed under an A or all .
De nition 2.5 (Parallel Evaluation Strategy)

! N ) M !p N
M !p M
0
0
M !p M ; N !p N ) MN !p M 0 N 0
M !p N ) all M !p all N
M !p N ) A M ! p A N
We all !p the re exive, transitive losure of !p and M !.p
! AN [ AM all ! inA
N is de ned by M !p N [ AM Aidem
AN .
M

De nition 3.2 (CPS translation)
[ V ℄ = k:k (V ) with V a value
(
[ (MN )℄℄ = k:[ M ℄ (m:[ N ℄ (n:mnk))
(
(x) = x with x a variable or onstant (
(x:M ) = (x:[ M ℄ )
(

ps1)
ps2)
ps3)
ps4)
Some essential properties of the CPS translation were proved
by Plotkin; v and n represent the all-by-value and allby-name theories respe tively, evalv and evaln , the orresponding evaluation fun tions, 
=v , observational equivalen e in v .

By examining the parallel evaluation strategy of C, we
an on lude that it does not allow parallel evaluation as
we des ribed in se tion 1.1. As a matter of fa t, in order
to apture a ontinuation, all must be bubbled up to the
top level; this requires all expressions appearing to the left
of all to be values, i.e. a ontinuation an be aptured
in an evaluation ontext. Moreover, when a ontinuation is
applied, expressions appearing to the left, up to the top level,
are pruned if they are values but there is no optimisation
when the ontinuation is applied in extent of the all by
whi h it was rei ed.
Consequently, we ould hange the side ondition of rule
C3 to solve the rst problem: we ould allow the apture of
the ontext even if M is not a value:
M ( all N ) ! all k:M (N (v:A(k(Mv ))))

Theorem 3.3 (Plotkin)
1. (evalv (M )) = evaln ([[M ℄ (x:x)): the value of M a ording to the all-by-value evaluation strategy is related to the value of the CPS translation of M a ording to the all-by-name strategy.
2. v ` M = N ) n ` [ M ℄ = [ N ℄ : the all-by-value
- al ulus is sound with respe t to the CPS translation
(but it is not omplete).
3. n ` [ M ℄ = [ N ℄ ) M 
=v N : equality in n of the
CPS translations of M and N implies observational
equivalen e of M and N in v (the onverse does not
hold).

4

We proved similar results for C:

CP al ulus
There is still a notion we presented in the intuitive semanti s whi h is not yet axiomatised: when a ontinuation is
applied in the extent of the all by whi h it was rei ed, it
is not ne essary to abort the whole omputation; it is suÆient to abort the omputation up to this all . We intend
to formalise this idea by a prompt me hanism whi h is explained in the following se tion. In this se tion, we present
an intermediate system where ontinuations an be uniquely
named.
In C, ontinuations are represented by anonymous fun tions and the abortive e e t omes from the A operator. In
CP (standing for Continuation Points), we introdu e a new
obje t hp; K [ ℄p i, alled ontinuation point whi h abstra ts
a ontext K [ ℄p . A ontinuation point obje t is given a name
p whi h is also given to the hole of the ontext. When the
name of the ontinuation point is unimportant (whi h is the
ase in CP), we onventionally use p. CP is based on the
following language  p
(V
Value
(MM )
Appli ation
Term M ::=
all -Appli ation
8 (a;allb; : : : M ) Constants
>
< x; y; : : : Variables
Value V ::=
Lambda Abstra tion
>
: hx:M
p; K [ ℄p i Continuation point, p name
where A-appli ations were removed sin e they were showed
to be optional a ording to rule OPT9. The new redu tion
system CP is de ned by the rules displayed in gure 4.
Rules CP1 and CP2 are the same as rules C1 and C2.
Rules CP3 and CP4 allow the apture of a ontinuation in
any appli ative ontext; the ontinuation is now represented
by a ontinuation point. Rules CP5 and CP6 model the fa t
that the appli ation of a ontinuation is abortive.
Rules CP7 allows to redu e a all in a ontinuation.
Top level redu tions are performed with rules CP9 and CP10.
We all a aptured ontext , the ontext K appearing in
a ontinuation point. Su h a ontext satis es the following
grammar
K ::= [ ℄ j K [[ ℄M ℄ j K [V [ ℄℄ j K [ all k:[ ℄℄ j K [(v:[ ℄)V ℄
Rule CP9 allows the omposition of aptured ontexts; this
was proved to be sound in C a ordingp to optimisation OPT12.
Similarly to C, we an de ne ! , a notion of redu tion,
M ! p N if M ! N using rules CP1 to CP8
! p its ompatible losure,

5

Theorem 3.4 (Simulation)
o (eval (M )) = evaln ([[M ℄ x:x)
Theorem 3.5 n ` [ M ℄ = [ N ℄ ) M 
= N
Sket h of Proof of Theorems 3.4, 3.5

Theorem 3.5 omes from theorem 3.4 as Plotkin's orollary 2 omes from theorem 6.2 [21℄. For theorem 3.4, we
adopt the same te hnique as Plotkin in theorem 6.2. If
eval (M ) is de ned, there is a leftmost, outermost redu tion path M 7!Ts M1 7!Ts M2 7!Ts : : : V by theorem 2.4. By
lemma A.1, we an on lude that
[ M ℄ x:x
! [ M1 ℄ x:x
! : : : [ V ℄ x:x
o
o
o  o (V )
whi h on ludes the proof sin e eval (M ) = V . 2
We now have the tool to prove that two expressions
are observationally equivalent. In the following se tion we
present some optimisations whi h preserve the observational
equivalen e. The appendix is dedi ated to the des ription
of the optimised ps translation that we use in theorem 3.4.
4

Optimisations and Parallel evaluation

Using theorem 3.5, it is now easy to state some optimisations
whi h are suitable for parallel evaluation. An optimisation
is an equation M = N , where n ` [ M ℄ = [ N ℄ ; this implies
M
= N . A set of su h optimisations is displayed in gure
3.
With equation OPT1, it is allowed to apture a ontinuation in any appli ative ontext. This rule is essentially the
same as rule C3 where the side ondition is removed. One
should also note that in the right-hand side,
all k:(f:f (N (v:A(k(fv)))))M
the expression M is not dupli ated; this was ne essary to
have equality between CPS translations of both sides of this
equation. This has a strange onsequen e: one ould have
expe ted that if the appli ation of N to the ontinuation
redu es to another all -appli ation, a new ontinuation
ould have been aptured. Unfortunately, this new all appli ation does not appear in an appli ative ontext but
under a -expression; however, rule OPT2 gives a solution
to this problem, allowing to redu e several all to only
one. This is also the purpose of equation OPT3. Equations
OPT4 and OPT5 allow to simplify some all -appli ations
independently of the ontext. This bun h of equations enodes the rules 1 and 3 of the semanti s given in 1.1.
Rule OPT6 is the equivalent of Ctop [9℄; it allows to evaluate a all -appli ation without apturing the ontext by
applying the argument to a ontinuation v:A(kv).
The equations OPT7 and OPT8 show that the top level
rules C7 and C8 an, in fa t, be used in any ontext and
that, they preserve observational equivalen e.
Equations OPT9 to OPT12 are presented here and will
be used in several proofs in the following se tions. Equation
OPT9 proves that a spe ial operator like A is not ne essary. Indeed, (x:Ax) represents the initial ontinuation
and equation OPT9 says that every expression AM an be
repla ed by the appli ation of the initial ontinuation to
M . This equation is generalised by equation OPT10 for
any evaluation ontext. We an even further generalise this
equation with equation OPT12, where K [ ℄ is a aptured
ontext whi h will be de ned in the following se tion.

The

M!pN ) M!pN
M ! p N ) x:M ! p x:N
M ! p N ) ZM ! p ZN; MZ ! p NZ with Z 2  p
M ! p N ) all M ! p all N
M ! p N ) h ; Mi ! p h ; Ni
!p the re exive, transitive losure of ! p , and = p the
equivalen e relation generated by ! p .

Similarly to C, we all a omputation the relation !.p
de ned by
M !. N = M ! N [ M CP9
! N [ M CP10
! N
p
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p

M ( all N )
all k:((f:f ( all k0 :N ))M )
all k: all k0 :M
all k:M
all k:(kM )
all M
A all M

AAM

(x:Ax)M
((x:AE [x℄)M )
(A ((x:(A ( all x)))Q))
((x:AK [x℄)M )

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

all k:(f:f (N (v:A(k(fv)))))M
all k:((f:f ((k0 :N )(v:k(fv))))M )
all k:(k0 :M )k
M if k 62 F V (M )
M if k 62 F V (M )
all (k:(Mv:A(kv)))
AM (x:Ax)

AM
AM
A(E [M ℄) with E an evaluation ontext
(A ( all Q))
A(K [M ℄) with K an aptured ontext

(OPT1)
(OPT2)
(OPT3)
(OPT4)
(OPT5)
(OPT6)
(OPT7)
(OPT8)
(OPT9)
(OPT10)
(OPT11)
(OPT12)

Figure 3: Optimisations for parallel evaluation
(x:M )V
(ab)
M ( all N )
( all M )N
(hp; K [ ℄p i V )N
M (hp; K [ ℄p i V )
h ; ( all M )i
h ; h ; K1 [ ℄ i (K2 [ ℄ )i
(hp; K [ ℄p i V )
all M

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!T
!T

M fV=xg with V a value
Æ p (a; b) if this is de ned
all k:(f:f (N h ; k(f [ ℄ )i))M
all k:(M h ; k([ ℄ N )i)N
(hp; K [ ℄p i V ) with V a value
(hp; K [ ℄p i V ) with M; V values
h ; (M hÆ; [ ℄Æ i)i
h ; K1 [K2 [ ℄ ℄i
K [V ℄ with V a value
M hÆ; [ ℄Æ i

(CP1)
(CP2)
(CP3)
(CP4)
(CP5)
(CP6)
(CP7)
(CP8)
(CP9)
(CP10)

Figure 4: Redu tion system with ontinuation points: ! p

8P 2  ; P ' '= P
8M 2  p ; M = p M

and we note !.p its transitive losure. eval p an be de ned
by
eval p (M ) = V i M !.p V with V a value
The observational equivalen e for CP is also a simple adaptation of de nition 3.1
De nition 5.1 (Observational Equivalen e) M 
=pN
i 8 ontext C [ ℄ 2  p , su h that C [M ℄ and C [N ℄ are programs, either both eval p (C [M ℄) and eval p (C [N ℄) are de-

Theorem 5.2

We an easily show that the system C and the system CP
are equivalent. For this purpose, we de ne two translations
whi h essentially map A-appli ations to ontinuation points
and vi e-versa.
8M 2  p ; M ' 2  :
'
Æ p (a; b) = Æ (a; b)
all M ' = ( all M ' )
x' = x
h ; K [ ℄ i'' = x:AK [ ℄ '[x= ℄
'
'
= '( )
x:M ' = (x:M
)
[℄
MN = (M ' N ' )
8P 2  ; P 2  p :
Æ (a; b) = Æ p (a; b) all M = ( all M )
AM = (hÆ; [ ℄Æ iM )
x = x
(MN ) = (M N )
x:M = x:M
These translations satisfy the following properties:

Sket h of Proof of Theorem 5.3

Sket h of Proof of Theorem 5.2

We pro eed by a straightforward indu tion on the size of

P or M . 2

The main result of this se tion is that the observational
equivalen es in C and CP are preserved.
Theorem 5.3 M 
= N'
= p N , M' 
P
=pQ
= Q , P

ned or both are unde ned.

First, we prove
that for ea h possible redu tion M ! p
N, M' 
= N ' . We an then prove that eval p(M ) is deThen,
supposing that M 
ned i eval (M ' ) is de ned.
=' p
'
'
N , we try to prove
that
M
N
,
i.e.
8
C
[
℄,
eval
(
C
[
M
℄)
=
and eval (C [N ' ℄) are simultaneously both de ned or undened. We show that for any C [ ℄ 2  , we an nd K [ ℄ 2  p
su h that K [ ℄  C [ ℄. Therefore, eval (C [M ' ℄) is de ned,
i eval p (K [M ℄) is de ned, i eval p (K [N ℄) is de ned, i
eval (C [N ' ℄) is de ned whi h on ludes the proof. 2
This theorem has a orollary. There is a bije tion between
the lasses of observational equivalent programs in C and
CP.
Corollary 5.4 If we onsider programs omposed of variables, onstants, appli ations, lambda abstra tion, all appli ations, 
= = 
=p
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The optimisation rules given in gure 3 an now be adapted
to CP where they also preserve observational equivalen e

= p.
We are now ready to de ne a redu tion system where the
notion of extent is made expli it.

where K [ ℄ is a aptured ontext:
K ::= [ ℄ j K [[ ℄M ℄ j K [V [ ℄℄ j K [ all k:[ ℄℄
j K [# ([ ℄)℄ j K [(v:[ ℄)V ℄
Similarly, we de ne ontexts C [ ℄ and evaluation ontexts
E [ ℄:

CPP al ulus
The notion of extent is not easy to de ne for a parallel language with rst- lass ontinuations. First, we informally dene it and then we represent it expli itly in a new redu tion
system CPP.
A ording to [13℄, [28℄, the extent refers to a period of
time: the lifetime of an obje t or a onstru t.
\In S heme, the extent of the appli ation of a fun tion
f on its argument v is the time during whi h is omputed
the body of the fun tion f , this in ludes the time taken by
the omputation of all subforms that appear in the body[24,
page 175, se tion 1℄".
The extent of an expression in whi h parallelism is introdu ed en ompasses all the pro esses evaluating parts of this
expression [23℄.
On a sequential ma hine, when rst- lass ontinuations
are not used, the extent of an expression is a single interval of
time, or a ontiguous time period. When rst- lass ontinuations with inde nite extent are introdu ed as in S heme,
the evaluation of an expression E an be aborted by applying a ontinuation, and the evaluation of E an be resumed
later by a ontinuation whi h was aptured in E . In this situation, the extent is omposed of several intervals of time,
or a non- ontiguous time period. On a parallel ma hine,
the evaluation order is non-deterministi (while results of
our programs are deterministi ). Therefore, time intervals
an be interleaved.
We de ne the extent of an expression all M by the
extent of the appli ation of M to the urrent ontinuation.
In the redu tion system CP, all is bubbled up to the top
level in order to build the ontinuation. Let us suppose that
rule CP4 is used,
( all M )N ! all k:(M h ; k([ ℄ N )i)N (CP4)
The extent of all M in the left-hand side is the extent
of the appli ation of M to the ontinuation h ; k([ ℄ N )i,
while the extent of the all -expression in the right-hand
side is the extent of the appli ation of k:(M h ; k([ ℄ N )i)N
to the urrent ontinuation. Consequently, the extent of the
all in the right-hand side in ludes the lifetime of N whi h
is not the ase in the left-hand side. Eventually, when we
apply a top level redu tion CP10, the extent of all is the
lifetime of the whole program.
This example illustrates that it is diÆ ult to de ne the
extent of a all in a redu tion system like CP. This is
the reason why we introdu e a new onstru t, that we all
prompt, whi h is used to mark the extent of a all . We
de ne a new set of expressions,  pp :
8V
Value
>
<
)
Appli ation
Term M ::= ((MM
all -Appli ation
>
: #all(M )M ) Prompt
6

The

Value V

8
>
< a;x; b;y;::::::
::= x:M
>
: hp; K [ ℄pi

C [ ℄ ::= [ ℄ j C [M [ ℄℄ j C [[ ℄M ℄ j C [x:[ ℄℄
j C [ all [ ℄℄ j C [# ([ ℄)℄
E [ ℄ ::= [ ℄ j E [V [ ℄℄ j E [[ ℄M ℄ j E [# ([ ℄)℄

The redu tion system is based on equations displayed
in gure 5. Equations CPP1 to CPP10 are the same as
equations CP1 to CP10. Those equations are independent
of the prompt onstru t. CPP15 is the rule whi h introdu es
a prompt; it is similar to the equation OPT6:
all M 
(OPT6)
= all (k:(M h ; k[ ℄ i))
all u M ! all k:# (M h ; k[ ℄ i) with a fresh
(CPP15)
The equation CPP15 wraps the appli ation (M h ; k[ ℄ i)
in a prompt # (: : :) where the ontinuation point h ; k[ ℄ i)
and the prompt # (: : :) are given the same new fresh name.
When a all is a redex for the rst time, rule CPP15
should be applied to mark the extent of this all . Afterwards, there is no need to use this rule again: indeed,
one prompt is enough, moreover if we re-apply this rule, we
obtain:
all M
! all k:# (M h ; k[ ℄ i)
! all k00 :# ((k:# (M h ; k[ ℄ i)) h ; k[ ℄ i)
! all k00 :# (# (M h ; h ; k[ ℄ i [ ℄ i) )
! all k00 :# (# (M h ; k [ ℄ i) )
where the ontinuation point named has disappeared and
the prompt is useless. This is the reason why we have
added the subs ript u to all in the left-hand side of the
rule. This all u is a onstru t whi h originally appears in
the user program while the all in the right-hand side is
an internal all generated by the redu tion system.
In order to be able to perform the same redu tions as
we ould before introdu ing the prompt, we must onsider
the di erent redu tions of (M h ; k[ ℄ i) that might appear
in the prompt:
1. (M h ; k[ ℄ i) redu es to a value V . We an use equation CPP11
# (V ) ! V with V a value
(CPP11)
whi h eliminates the mark # (), meaning that the
appli ation (M h ; k[ ℄ i) has rea hed its end.
2. A ontinuation named is invoked and es apes from
(M h ; k[ ℄ i). By equation CPP13
# (h ; K [ ℄ i V ) ! h ; K [ ℄ i V with V a value
(CPP13)
the mark # () is removed to allow the es ape of this
ontinuation.

Constants
Variables
Lambda Abstra tion
Continuation point
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(x:M )V
(ab)
M ( all N )
( all M )N
(hp; K [ ℄p i V )N
M (hp; K [ ℄p i V )
h ; ( all M )i
h ; h ; K1 [ ℄ i (K2 [ ℄ )i
(hp; K [ ℄p i V )
all M
# (V )
# (h ; K [ ℄ i V )
# (h ; K [ ℄ i V )
all k:M
all u M
# ( all M )

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!T
!T
!
!
!
!
!
!

M fV=xg with V a value
Æ pp (a; b) if this is de ned
all k:(f:f (N hp; k(f [ ℄p )i))M
all k:(M hp; k([ ℄p N )i)N
(hp; K [ ℄p i V ) with V a value
(hp; K [ ℄p i V ) with M; V values
h ; (M hÆ; [ ℄Æ i)i
h ; K1 [K2 [ ℄ ℄i
K [V ℄ with V a value
M hÆ; [ ℄Æ i
V with V a value
V with V a value
h ; K [ ℄ i V with V a value
M with k 62 F V (M )
all k:# (M h ; k[ ℄ i) with a fresh
all k:# (M hp; k(# ([ ℄p ))i)

(CPP1)
(CPP2)
(CPP3)
(CPP4)
(CPP5)
(CPP6)
(CPP7)
(CPP8)
(CPP9)
(CPP10)
(CPP11)
(CPP12)
(CPP13)
(CPP14)
(CPP15)
(CPP16)

Figure 5: Redu tion system with ontinuation points and prompts: ! pp
Theorem 6.2 eval p (M ) = V () eval p (M ) = V 0 with
S (V 0 ) = V and S (M ) de ned by

3. (M h ; k[ ℄ i) redu es to a all expression.
# ( all M ) ! all k:# (M hp; k(# ([ ℄p ))i)
(CPP16)
In the equation CPP16, the all is passed out of the
mark and the mark is also opied in the ontinuation.
Now, we an de ne the extent of a all by the extent of
its orresponding mark. Moreover, we say that an expression
M is evaluated in the extent of a all if M is a redex in an
appli ative ontext appearing in the mark asso iated with
this all :
# (A[M ℄) ! # (A[M 0 ℄) with A[ ℄ an appli ative ontext
We an easily optimise the invo ation of a ontinuation in
the extent of the all by whi h it was rei ed. Sin e a ontinuation and the mark delimiting the extent of this all
are given a unique name, the following rule an dete t su h
an invo ation:
# (h ; K [ ℄ i V ) ! V with V a value (CPP12)
Therefore, rule CPP13 should be applied when a ontinuation es apes from a mark with a di erent name while rule
CPP12 is used for the appli ation of a ontinuation in a
mark with the same name.
The main result of this se tion is the following theorem;
it says that two programs are observationally equivalent in
CP if they are observationally equivalent in CPP.
Theorem 6.1 8M 2  p ; M 
=pN i M
= pp N
The proof of theorem 6.1 requires the de nition of an
intermediate redu tion system CP0 : it is based on the set of
expressions  p and it is omposed of all
redu tion rules of
CPP ex ept CPP12. In this system CP0 , we de ne a notion
of redu tion, its ompatible losure, equivalen e relations,
evaluation and observational equivalen e as
we did in the
previous systems. We an prove that CP0 and CP satisfy
the following theorem:

0

S (x:M )
S (MN )
S ( all M )
S (h ; M i)

= x:S (M )
S (x) = x
= (S (M ) S (N ))
S ([ ℄ ) = [ ℄
= all S (M ) S (# (M )) = S (M )
= h ; S (M )i

Although rule CPP12 does not belong to CP0 , we an show
that this rule preserves observational equivalen e 
=p.
Lemma 6.3 # (h ; K [ ℄ i V ) 
=p V
0

0

Sket h of Proof of Lemma 6.3

In C, we have proved that all k:(kV ) 
= all k:V .
So, it is true in CP by th. 5.4 and in0CP0 by th.0 6.2. By
applying rule0 CPP15,
we
have
all
k :# (h ; k [ ℄ iV 0 ) 
=
p
all k :# (V00 ) from 0 whi h we an derive that
# (h ; K [ ℄ iV ) 
=p V .2

0

0

Sket h of Proof of Theorem 6.1
Rule CPP12 is shown to preserve observational equivalen e in CP0 and CPP is de ned to be CP0 extended by
CPP12. Therefore, by theorem 6.2, M 
=pN i M
=p N
and by lemma 6.3, M 
=p Ni M
= pp N whi h on ludes
0

0

the proof. 2
CPP is a redu tion system whi h allows the apture of
ontinuations in any appli ative ontext and whi h does not
abort the whole omputation when a ontinuation is applied
in the extent of the all whi h reated it. With theorems
5.4 and 6.1, observational equivalen e is the same in CPP
and C, meaning that programs an be evaluated with a sequential or a parallel strategy. Therefore, we have su eeded
in formalising the intuitive semanti s of se tion 1.1.
Instead of CPP16, we ould have used another equation
# ( all M ) ! all k:# (M hp; k[ ℄p i) (CPP160 )
where the prompt in not opied in the ontinuation. In
this ase, the prompt is the expli it representation of the
dynami extent of the all .
8
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ility [24℄. In their approa h, a prompt is used to delimit a
partial ontinuation while we use the prompt to mark the
extent of all .
Jouvelot and Gi ord [14℄ present a stati analysis of programs with all/ . Their type system an dete t programs
that use internally all/ . While they prove their type
system gives a safe approximation, we show that the optimisation of the appli ation of a ontinuation in the extent
of its all/ , always preserves observational equivalen e.

Related work

Queinne [22℄ has also proposed a semanti s for ontinuations in a parallel framework but his p all onstru t is
not transparent. Moreover, the on ept of returned value
has hanged: an expression may return several results (at
di erent times) and, for a given expression, the number of
returned results an hange with exe ution.
Katz and Weise have implemented a system with a transparent future onstru t [16℄, [17℄. It is based on a notion of
legitima y : a pro ess is legitimate if the ode it is exe uting
would have been exe uted by a sequential implementation in
the absen e of future. For a given program, their implementation returns one or more results without knowing if they
are legitimate. The legitima y is determined later when all
sub omputations have ompleted and a total order of evaluation an be found as in the sequential semanti s. In a
sense, we also have a notion of legitima y: we have to determine whether it is legal to apply a ontinuation in a parallel
program. But, p all an be more optimised than future: a
ontinuation an be applied in an evaluation ontext and if
an expression returns a value using parallel evaluation rules,
the result is behaviourly equivalent to the one returned by
a sequential evaluation strategy.
In [19℄, we presented the intuitive semanti s we des ribe
in se tion 1.1. We an see [19℄ as an implementation of the
system CPP on a ma hine with multiple pro essors and a
shared memory.
The system C is very similar to Felleisen's  [8℄ ex ept
that C is based on all and not C . The notion of observational equivalen e has already been used by Felleisen
and others in several papers [5℄, [8℄, [9℄. However, Felleisen
hardly investigated the problem of parallelism in redu tion
systems with ontrol operators. This is partly due to the
hoi e of the ontrol operator: C is abortive, it applies its
argument to the urrent ontinuation in an empty ontext
while all is not abortive. Therefore, it was required for
C to be in an evaluation ontext whi h is not the ase for
all . In [6℄, a parallel evaluation strategy is proposed but
C is designated as the ause of bottlene ks.
Sabry and Felleisen [26℄, [27℄ present extensions of the v
and  - al uli whi h are omplete with respe t to CPS translation (8M; N 2 v; ; v; ` M = N , n ` [ M ℄ = [ N ℄ ).
It appears that their axioms lift ; flat; id ; ; Clift ; Cabort;
Ctail all satisfy our relation of observational equivalen e.
However, we did not investigate if C was omplete by adding
this set of axioms.
Kanneganti et al. [15℄ use the axiom all k:C [E [kv℄℄ !
all k:C [kv℄ whi h also preserves observational equivalen e 
= . When added to C, this axiom optimises the appliation of a ontinuation in the dynami extent of a all .
While this approa h does not require to introdu e a prompt
onstru t and ontinuation point obje ts, it su ers from the
defaults suggested at the beginning of se tion 6. all is
given the role of both marking the dynami extent and apturing a ontinuation: therefore, after apturing a ontinuation, the mark of the dynami extent has disappeared.
Optimised CPS translations were proposed by Sabry and
Felleisen [26℄, [27℄, Danvy and Filinski [3℄. For the purpose of
the proof, we had to spe ialise our CPS translation but the
appli ability of this approa h in other ir umstan es does
not appear to be immediate.
The me hanism of prompt introdu ed in se tion 6 is essentially di erent from Felleisen's prompt [4℄, or Danvy and
Filinski's reset [2℄ or Queinne and Serpette's splitter fa-
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Con lusion

To our knowledge, it is the rst time that redu tion rules
for ontrol operators are investigated in the perspe tive of
parallelism. It appears from our results that ontinuations
an be aptured in any appli ative ontext. It is also the
rst time that the notion of extent of a all is used in
a redu tion system in order to avoid to abort the whole
omputation.
Allowing the apture of a ontinuation in any appli ative ontext entails that a ontrol operator like all does
not introdu e sequentiality in a parallel language. However,
appli ation of a ontinuation introdu es some sequentiality,
espe ially when the ontinuation is applied outside of the
extent of the all by whi h it was rei ed.
9
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The optimised

ps translation

As observed by Plotkin [21℄, by Danvy and Filinski [3℄ and
by Sabry and Felleisen [26℄, the CPS translation introdu es
\administrative" redi es. Indeed, for a standard redu tion
in the all-by-value - al ulus, M0 7!v M1 , we have a sequen
e of administrative redu tions, followed by a redu tion
M00 ! M10 whi h orresponds to the original redu tion:
[ M0 ℄ (x:x) ! M00 ! M10
but this term M10 does not redu e to [ M1 ℄ (x:x), it is in fa t
the redu tion of administrative redi es of [ M1 ℄ (x:x):
[ M1 ℄ (x:x) ! M10
Therefore, we have this unfortunate property
M0 7!s M1 but [ M0 ℄ (x:x) 6! [ M1 ℄ (x:x)
Hen e, for the purpose of the proof of the rst proposition of theorem 3.3, Plotkin introdu es an optimised CPS
translation where some administrative redi es are eliminated.
In our proof,
we also de ne an optimised ps translation. We
write [ M ℄ Ko for the optimised ps translation of M with the
ontinuation K . We have the following property

K
M0 7!s M1 ) [ M0 ℄ K
o ! [ M1 ℄ o
whi h gives lemma A.1.
If M 7!s N using the standard redu tion, the optimised ps-translation of M redu es to the optimised pstranslation of N .
9

Lemma A.1 If M 7!s N then [ M ℄ K
o
losed value and M and N are terms)
Sket h of Proof of Lemma A.1

! [ N ℄ Ko

where the redu tions in n go in the opposite dire tion
to the redu tion in C. This situation omes from the fa t
that the rule C4 introdu es in the right-hand term two abstra tions; the new argument of all is alled a ontinuation re eiver, k:(M (f:A(k(fN ))))N and the other abstra tion, (f:A(k(fN ))), is a fun tional representation of
the ontinuation. Sin e the translation of those -abstra tions are not administrative, they are not redu ed in the
three-pass translation. As a matter of fa t, both abstra tions should be onsidered as administrative abstra tions
introdu ed by the redu tion system. Indeed, it is the internal way of handling all in C. Therefore, in the redu tion
system, let us mark by a star the -expressions whi h are
ontinuation re eivers or representation of a ontinuation
reated by the system.
M ( all N ) ! all  k:M (N ( v:A(k(Mv ))))
( all M )N ! all  k:(M ( f:A(k(fN ))))N
A( all M ) ! A(M ( x:Ax))
(x:M )V ! M fV=xg
and let us add the new following rules to the ps translation
(x:M ) = (x:[ M ℄ )
(O ps8)

where  -expressions are marked as administrative and are
redu ed at translation-time. With these two rules, we have
now
( all M )N all! L all  k:(M ( f:A(k(fN ))))N

(if K is a

The proof similar to Plotkin's proof of lemma 6.3; we
pro eed by indu tion on the size of M and by ases a ording
to the de nition of 7!s . 2
Optimised ps translations were proposed by Plotkin [21℄,
by Danvy and Filinski [3℄ and by Sabry and Felleisen [26℄,
[27℄. In [21℄ and [26℄, the translations on ern all-by-value
terms while, in [27℄ and [3℄ they on ern all-by-value terms
extended by ontrol operators all or es ape x in M
(whi h is a spe ial form equivalent to all x:M ).
As Sabry, in the original Fis her's translation, we mark
by an overline all lambda-abstra tions whi h are not present
in the original term. Rules O ps1 to O ps5 in de nition A.2
are similar to Sabry's. In those rules, ea h ontinuation is a
-abstra tion. We add rules O ps6 and O ps7 for the translation of A and all . In the translation of AM , the initial
ontinuation is marked as administrative and in the translation of 0 all M , the rei ed ontinuation vk0 :kv, standing
for v:k :kv is also marked as administrative.
De nition A.2 (Optimised CPS translation)

[V ℄
[ Æ (a; b)℄℄
[ (MN )℄℄
(x)
(x:M )
[ (AM )℄℄
[ ( all M )℄℄

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

k:k (V ) with V a value
Æn (a; b)
k:[ M ℄ (m:[ N ℄ (n:mnk))
x with x, variable or onstant
(x:[ M ℄ )
k:[ M ℄ (x:x)
k:[ M ℄ (m:m(vk0 :kv )k)

(O
(O
(O
(O
(O
(O
(O

ps1)
ps2)
ps3)
ps4)
ps5)
ps6)
ps7)

# ps

[ ( all M )N ℄ Ko

Of ourse, the user is not given the right to write programs with  -abstra tions. Sin e they are only reated by
the redu tion system, we an prove that this optimised ps
translation is always de ned.

We de ne the optimised CPS translation as a three-pass
pro ess, where lambda-expressions marked as administrative are redu ed at translation-time, and where unredu ed
administrative expressions are unmarked.

Lemma A.4 The optimised ps translation is a total fun tion.
Sket h of Proof of Lemma A.4

De nition A.3 (Three-Pass Translation) The three-pass
optimised translation of M , indexed by the ontinuation K ,
[ M ℄ Ko is N i U (eval ([[M ℄ K )) = N where eval (P ) = Q
i  ` P ! Q with ! and ! redu tions de ned by

Sabry and Felleisen proved that this ps translation is
a total fun tion for terms belonging to . Using the same
te hnique, we an show that [ AM ℄ does not dupli ate any
-expression. However, the introdu tion of all and  abstra tion in reases the number of possible redi es in the
ps terms. We an show that [ all M ℄ dupli ates its ontinuation but there is a bound on the number of dupli ations
of this ontinuation whi h depends on M and whi h an be
omputed. 2

(x:M )V ! M fV=xg
(1)
(2)
(x:Mx) ! M with x 62 F V (M )
and U (P ) removes the marks on administrative abstra tions:

U (x:M ) = x:U (M ) U (P Q) = (U (P )U (Q))
U (x:M ) = x:U (M ) U (x) = x
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